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For more realistic settings

◼ Need to handle multiple objects or destinations

◼ Bring me a {spoon, cup, “specific object”}

◼ Go to the {kitchen, livingroom, “specific destination”}
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For more realistic settings

◼ Instruction-based multi-target task

◼ It is still challenging task for RL

◼ In existing studies, direct semantic understanding of the 

goal is necessary, but it is lacking.
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◼ Instruction-based multi-target task

◼ It is still challenging task for RL

◼ Targets are possible goal candidates
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For more realistic settings

◼ Instruction-based multi-target task

◼ It is still challenging task for RL

◼ Targets are possible goal candidates

◼ The goal 𝓏 may be selected among the targets, specified 

with a cue or an instruction

◼ The instruction 𝐼𝑧 is given 

randomly every episode, 

“Bring me a spoon”
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For more realistic settings

◼ Instruction-based multi-target task

◼ It is still challenging task for RL

◼ Targets are possible goal candidates

◼ The goal 𝓏 may be selected among the targets, specified 

with a cue or an instruction

◼ We propose a Goal-Aware Cross-Entropy (GACE) loss 

and Goal-Discriminative Attention Networks (GDAN)

for multi-target reinforcement learning.
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Collecting goal states

◼ Auto-labeled goal states for self-supervised 

learning

◼ The agent actively gathers the goal states relying only 

on the instruction 𝐼𝑧 and reward given by the 

environment.
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Proposed methods

◼ Goal-Aware Cross-Entropy (GACE) loss

◼ It trains the goal-discriminator that facilitates semantic 

understanding of goals alongside the policy

◼ 𝑠𝑔𝑜𝑎𝑙,𝑖 is goal state, 𝜎(∙) is feature extractor and 𝑑(∙) is 

goal-discriminator

◼ 𝑧𝑖 is the automatic label corresponding to state

◼ Then, GACE loss is
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Overview of architecture

◼ Goal-Aware Cross-Entropy (GACE) loss
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Overview of architecture

◼ Goal-Aware Cross-Entropy (GACE) loss
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▪ The GACE loss makes the goal-discriminator become goal-aware 

without external supervision. 

▪ Such goal-awareness is advantageous for sample-efficiency and 

generalization in multi-target environments.



Proposed methods

◼ Goal-Discriminative Attention Networks (GDAN)
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<Attention in ActorCritic 𝑓(∙)>

▪ Goal-relevant query 𝑞𝑡
𝑧 from goal-

discriminator

▪ The key 𝑘𝑡 and value 𝑣𝑡 from 

encoded state in the ActorCritic 𝑓(∙)



Proposed methods

◼ Goal-Discriminative Attention Networks (GDAN)
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<Attention in ActorCritic 𝑓(∙)>

▪ Goal-relevant query 𝑞𝑡
𝑧 from goal-

discriminator

▪ The key 𝑘𝑡 and value 𝑣𝑡 from 

encoded state in the ActorCritic 𝑓(∙)

▪ It makes the agent to selectively 

allocate attention for goal-directed 

actions

▪ effectively utilize the discriminator to 

enhance the performance and 

efficiency



Environments

◼ Multi-target environments
◼ The object positions are randomly shuffled to learn discriminability.

◼ Background is also randomly selected to evaluate generalization.

◼ Visual navigation tasks
◼ First-person view

◼ 4 classes 8 objects

◼ “Get the Armor / Bonus / Card / …”

◼ Robot arm manipulation tasks
◼ Fixed third-person view

◼ 3 or 5 objects for each task

◼ “Reach the red/blue/green box”
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Environment

◼ Visual navigation

◼ V1

◼ V2 seen, unseen

◼ V3

◼ V4 seen, unseen 

14<Samples of used textures> <Top-down view of V3,V4>

Predetermined

set of position

Init position 

of agent



Environment

◼ Visual navigation

◼ V1: default navigation task

closed rectangular room with no walls

◼ V2 seen, unseen: to evaluate generalization

added textures in V1 setting

◼ V3: more complex than V1, additional walls

◼ V4 seen, unseen: added textures in V3 setting

15<Samples of used textures> <Top-down view of V3,V4>

Predetermined

set of position

Init position 

of agent



Experiments

◼ Visual navigation task
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<V1> <V2 Seen> <V2 Unseen>

<V4 Seen> <V4 Unseen><V3>



Experiments

◼ Sample-efficiency metric for V1 task
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Environment

◼ Robot arm manipulation task

◼ R1

◼ R2 seen, unseen

◼ R3

18<R1> <R2 seen> <R2 unseen> <R3>



Environment

◼ Robot arm manipulation task

◼ R1: default manipulation task 

red/green/blue box are randomly shuffled

◼ R2 seen, unseen: to evaluate generalization

added checkered background

◼ R3: to evaluate scalability with more targets

+ yellow/pink box in R1 setting

19<R1> <R2 seen> <R2 unseen> <R3>



Experiments

◼ Robot arm manipulation task
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Analysis

◼ Effectiveness of GACE
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<Goal discriminator accuracy> <Learning curve in V1 task>

The goal-discriminator weights are unfrozen (red), 

frozen at 10K (purple) and 20K (blue) updates.



Analysis

◼ Effectiveness of GACE
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<Goal discriminator accuracy>

The goal-discriminator weights are unfrozen (red), 

frozen at 10K (purple) and 20K (blue) updates.

▪ Although the GACE loss (frozen 

weights) does not further 

contribute to learning, the 

discriminator accuracy improves 

only by updating the policy. 

▪ This indicates that throughout the 

training, the agent gradually 

develops a feature extractor σ(·) 

that can discriminate targets. 



Analysis

◼ Effectiveness of GACE
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<Learning curve in V1 task>

The goal-discriminator weights are unfrozen (red), 

frozen at 10K (purple) and 20K (blue) updates.

▪ Even when the agent is trained 

with the GACE only temporarily, 

the learning curve is steeper than 

that with vanilla A3C.

▪ Consequently, learning GACE 

loss has positive influence on 

policy performance than learning 

solely with policy updates.



Analysis

◼ Visual interpretation using saliency map
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<GACE & GDAN>

: non-goal

: goal



Analysis

◼ Visual interpretation using saliency map
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▪ The agent is overly 

sensitive to edges in 

the background in 

A3C.



Analysis

◼ Visual interpretation using saliency map
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<A3C>

<GACE>

<GACE & GDAN>

: non-goal

: goal

▪ The agent is overly 

sensitive to edges in 

the background in 

A3C.

▪ All goals and non-

goals are detected 

successfully in GACE.



Analysis

◼ Visual interpretation using saliency map
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<A3C>

<GACE>

<GACE & GDAN>

: non-goal

: goal

▪ The agent is overly 

sensitive to edges in 

the background in 

A3C.

▪ All goals and non-

goals are detected 

successfully in GACE.

▪ The agent shows 

sensitive reaction 

only to goal in 

GACE&GDAN.



Conclusion

◼ We propose GACE loss and GDAN for multi-target 

RL.

◼ It learns goal states in a self-supervised manner using a 

reward and instruction.

◼ It promotes a goal-focused behavior.

◼ Our methods achieve state-of-the-art sample-efficiency 

and generalization in multi-target environments.
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